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Our efforts have focussed on two parallel tracks. The first has been to remove the government
restrictions on the deployment of cryptography. Simultaneously we have worked on new issues
affecting security, including new threats, new policy problems, and new technical directions.
This paper does not report the results of research in the usual sense. It reports the outcome of
seven years work whose results are measured not in increased knowledge but in an improved
environment for Sun development and Sun marketing. The lifespan of Sun Microsystems
coincides closely with the era of globalization. To compete in the global economy economy, Sun,
like other large companies, must have access to markets all over the world. One important
limitation on this access has been US export−control regulations. The report describes the results
of a decade−long battle to reconcile the export regulations with the realities of modern business
and technology. Success was achieved in the year 2000 with sweeping improvements in the
regulations. This environment will lead to new products and improved functioning of existing
products both in Sun’s core business areas and in developing areas such as wireless
communications.
For most of the era of electronic communication, encryption −− protecting communications by
scrambling them −− was largely the province of the government. Before modern electronics,
encryption was too expensive for widespread business use. Most development was done by the
government and kept secret for exclusive government use. Cryptography was treated as a
weapon under the export−control laws and encryption systems could not be exported for
commercial purposes, even to close allies and trading partners.
During the 1980s and 1990s cryptography emerged from its role as an obscure technology used
by the government to protect its communications to a necessary underpinning of Internet
commerce. The rise of the personal computer and the Internet changed cryptography from an
exotic military−only technology into a critical technology of Internet commerce. Despite this, the
government was slow to accept the new reality. Industry efforts to develop and use cryptography
were thwarted by government export−control regulations, which emerged as the dominant
government influence on the manufacture and use of encryption technlogy. Making repeated
attempts to continue its domination of the field, by the late 1990s the US government held a
stance that was barely tenable in the rest of the world. Influences varying from the rise of open−
source software to European indignation at evidence of US communications intelligence came
together to force a change.
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